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STATEMENT OF POSITION OF THE COMMERCIAL GROUP 

The Commercial Group respectfully submits its summary of positions to be included in 
the proposed order of the ALJs.   

IV. RATE BASE 
C. Contested Issues 

1. Plant 
a. Pro Forma Capital Additions 

ii. Impact on Test Year Rate Base 
(a) Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and 

Amortization 

Commercial Group’s Position 

To the extent the Commission adjusts test year plant for post-test year plant additions, the 
Commission also should make the corresponding adjustment to update post-test year 
accumulated depreciation reserve as proposed by AG/CUB.  Not doing so would result in a 
mismatch of costs and revenues that may be expected for the period during which rates are in 
place, thereby violating a bedrock principle of utility law.   

(b) Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) 

Commercial Group’s Position 

As proposed by AG/CUB witness Effron, to the extent post-test year plant investment is 
added to rate base, the corresponding impact of that additional plant on accumulated  deferred 
income taxes (“ADIT”) likewise should be added to rate base.  See AG/CUB Ex 5.0 (Effron 
rebuttal), p. 20.  As with accumulated depreciation reserve, a one-sided adjustment for post-test 
year plant additions without a corresponding ADIT adjustment is imbalanced and unreasonable 
ratemaking.   

2. Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and Amortization 

Commercial Group’s Position 

To the extent the Commission adjusts test year plant for post-test year plant additions, the 
Commission also should make the corresponding adjustment to update post-test year 
accumulated depreciation reserve as proposed by AG/CUB.  See Section IV.C.1.a.ii(a) 
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3. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) 

Commercial Group’s Position 

As proposed by AG/CUB witness Effron, to the extent post-test year plant investment is 
added to rate base, the corresponding impact of that additional plant on ADIT likewise should be 
added to rate base.  See Section IV.C.1.a.ii(b) 

VI. RATE OF RETURN 

 E. Effects of Riders SMP and SEA 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Unlike for other capital investment made between rate cases, ComEd would recover the 
carrying cost on capital investment made in SMP facilities between rate cases.  This significantly 
shifts risk to ratepayers.  The SEA rider likewise would shift risk for all storm expense to 
ratepayers.  AG/CUB Ex. 4.0 (Brosch rebuttal), p. 49.  Given that SMP investment could be 
substantial, to the extent the Commission approves the SMP rider or SEA rider, this decreased 
risk to ComEd should be reflected in a lower allowed return on equity.   

VII. NEW RIDERS 

 A. Overview 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Members of the Commercial Group have operations across the United States and have 
noticed an increase in applications by utilities for rider recovery of various costs.  Such rider 
recovery mechanisms shift risk of recovery of costs between rate cases from the utility to 
ratepayers.  Accordingly, riders should only be approved in extreme situations pursuant to 
established legal standards.  Riders SMP and SEA, as currently formulated, do not meet these 
standards. 

 B. Rider SMP 

Commercial Group’s Position 

The Commercial Group does not support ComEd’s SMP proposal as described in this 
case.  Under the SMP, ComEd would recover $1 billion (or more) outside of the normal rate case 
process whereby utilities recover only their prudently incurred, used and useful utility costs.  
These fundamental cost recovery requirements protect ratepayers from excessive costs for 
facilities that are not necessary for utility service.  ComEd admits that its SMP investment may 
not be necessary to provide standard electric service.  Tr. 230-31.  Therefore, if recovery of 
admittedly discretionary SMP costs is to be allowed, more administrative oversight would be 
required to ensure that ratepayers do not overpay for utility service.  However, AG/CUB and 
IIEC correctly point out the administrative difficulty of SMP proceedings separate from rate 
cases.  It is expensive and cumbersome enough for intervenors to hire consultants and attorneys 
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for rate cases.  Expecting them to do so for additional SMP rider proceedings is not realistic.  See 
IIEC Ex. 5.0 (Stephens rebuttal), p. 23.  Thus, intervenor input would effectively be eliminated 
from a significant portion of capital costs, costs that by their nature require more, not less, 
oversight. 

Not only should the SMP proposal be rejected for the above-stated reasons, ComEd has 
withdrawn from consideration in this proceeding any specific SMP projects.  Without SMP 
costs, approving the SMP as a cost recovery mechanism is a moot issue.   

 C. Rider SEA 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Illinois is not a hurricane prone state like Florida or Louisiana so there is less need for a 
storm expense rider in Illinois than there may be in other states.  The Commercial Group agrees 
with AG/CUB that the SEA mechanism would shift all storm restoration risks to ratepayers.  
ComEd has not demonstrated the need for such extraordinary relief from standard cost recovery, 
and therefore, the Commercial Group does not support approval of the SEA rider.   

VIII. COST OF SERVICE AND ALLOCATION ISSUES 

A. Overview 

Commercial Group’s Position 

The Commission made clear in ComEd’s last rate case that it “endorsed a simple, non-
controversial principle: that costs and expenses should be allocated to and recovered from those 
who caused costs to be incurred.”  Order on Rehearing, Docket No. 05-0597 (p. 73).  ComEd’s 
updated class cost of service study is reliable enough for setting rates although it could be 
improved.  Whatever the CCOS improvements ordered by the Commission, all CCOS studies in 
evidence in this case show the Medium, Large, and Very Large Load classes providing returns 
substantially above cost.  Thus, there is no dispute that these classes are subsidizing the rest of 
the system.  There also is no reason for these classes to see their above-cost rates increase by the 
system average.  Instead, the Commission should set rates based on the class cost of service, 
consistent with its simple, non-controversial principle.  In determining whether to deviate 
somewhat from cost, the Commission should not focus solely on the rate impact between current 
and proposed rates as some parties suggest, but the total impact of the current rate subsidies and 
the proposed rate increase of this case.  Across-the-board rate increase proposals would impose 
unreasonable rate subsidy burdens on the Medium, Large, and Very Large Load customer classes 
and should be rejected. 

B. Uncontested Issues 

1. Under all CCOS studies performed in this case, the Medium Load, Large 
Load, and Very Large Load classes are allocated substantially more costs than 
ComEd incurs on their behalf, and hence these classes subsidize other classes.   

2. A system average rate increase would increase this subsidy. 
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3. A rate rider based on a percentage of current revenue would further 
increase this subsidy. 

C. Embedded Cost of Service Study Issues 

  1. Appropriate Study 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Mr. Baudino closely examined ComEd’s class cost of service study (“CCOS Study”) and 
found it generally reliable.  Finding the CCOS Study to be generally reliable does not mean, 
however, that the study could not be improved.  Two needed improvements are differentiation of 
primary and secondary cost responsibility and the use of a minimum size distribution system 
study to better classify and allocate certain distribution system costs.  If the Commission agrees 
that some minimum distribution costs should be captured as customer costs, the Commission 
should adopt the results in Mr. Stowe’s Table 8, IIEC Ex. 3.0, p. 49.  If not, the Commission 
should adopt the results in Mr. Stowe’s Table 7, IIEC Ex. 3.0, p. 25.  However even if the 
Commission adopts neither of these improvements in this case, ComEd’s COSS Study is a 
suitable foundation for setting rates. 

  2. Primary/Secondary Split 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Witnesses for IIEC, DOE, Kroger, Staff, and the Commercial Group all concur that 
primary and secondary voltage level costs should be better differentiated.  Witness Stowe 
performed an analysis of a cost study that better differentiated primary and secondary voltage 
costs.  See IIEC Ex. 3.0 (Stowe direct), p. 25 (Table 7).  That study showed that the Very Large 
Load class provides nearly a 300% return above cost, that the Large Load class returns about 
150% of cost, and that the Small and Medium Load classes are above cost.  Id., see also CG Ex. 
2.0 (Baudino rebuttal), p. 6 (Table 1).  Rates should be set based on this improvement to 
ComEd’s cost study. 

  3. Minimum Distribution System 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Although the Commission has not adopted a minimum distribution system (“MDS”) 
analysis in recent years, IIEC provided the Commission with important new data and rationale 
for the MDS, including the fact that utilities incur a minimum amount of cost to employ facilities 
that comply with technical and safety standards.  Such minimum cost does not fluctuate with 
demand or energy usage differences and therefore should be captured as a customer cost.  The 
Commission should direct ComEd to include such MDS costs as customer costs in any future 
class cost study.  As IIEC witness Stowe demonstrated in his MDS study, proper allocation of 
MDS costs to customer count instead of demand (and proper differentiation of primary and 
secondary costs) show that the Small to Very Large Load classes provide returns between 179 
percent and 483 percent of cost.  IIEC Ex 3.0, p. 49 (Table 8).  Rates should be adjusted 
accordingly so that all classes pay the true cost of their electric service. 
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  4. Average and Peak Methodology  

Commercial Group’s Position 

There is no reason to adopt this methodology as it is appropriate for consideration only in 
allocating generation costs, and this case concerns distribution costs.  See Kroger Ex. 2.0 
(Higgins rebuttal, pp. 8-10). 

  5. Customer-specific cost of service recommendations  

Commercial Group’s Position 

The Commercial Group agrees with ComEd that the numerous customer-specific cost 
studies that have been requested could be very costly to perform.  The Commercial Group 
believes that ComEd should identify and directly assign as many costs as can feasibly be studied 
and determined.  That being said, determining what specific costs each customer incurs is in Mr. 
Baudino’s words “extremely difficult, if not impossible.”  Tr. 1645, lines 20-22.  Based on the 
record in this case, ComEd’s failure to perform one or more of the requested customer-specific 
cost studies does not render ComEd’s CCOS Study invalid. 

D. Rate Impact Analysis 

Commercial Group’s Position 

When considering any potential “rate shock” of the proposed increases from existing 
rates, the Commission should not shut its eyes to the cumulative rate impact from long-standing 
subsidies.  Under ComEd’s CCOS study, the Small, Medium, Large, and Very Large Load 
classes pay more than their fair share of costs, i.e., these classes provide a relative return of 29%, 
31%, 30%, and 37% above cost, respectively.  CG Ex. 2.0, p. 6 (Table 1).  Further, all cost 
studies in evidence show that the Medium, Large, and Very Large Load Classes substantially 
overpay for electric distribution service.  Thus, schools, homeless shelters, commercial 
customers, and small industrial customers in ComEd’s territory have already borne a heavy 
subsidy burden of hundreds of millions of dollars since 2001.  BOMA similarly pointed out that 
customers with electric loads of between 400 KW and 3000 KW (i.e., customers in the Large and 
Very Large Load classes) have suffered the largest percentage distribution rate increases of any 
ComEd customer groups from 1999 to 2007.  To make matters worse, the Small, Medium, 
Large, and Very Large Load customer classes could see their subsidy burden increase to $63.6 
million each year under any the “across-the-board” rate increase proposals.  It is not fair for 
those classes to bear the impact of even greater subsidies for the sole purpose of presenting rates 
as increasing by the same percentage. 

E. Interclass Allocation Issues 

Commercial Group’s Position 

As stated above, in ComEd’s last rate case, the Commission “endorsed a simple, non-
controversial principle: that costs and expenses should be allocated to and recovered from those 
who caused costs to be incurred.”  Order on Rehearing, Docket No. 05-0597 (p. 73).  
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Accordingly, ComEd started in this case by matching class revenue requirements to class cost of 
service.  ComEd Ex. 11.0 (Crumrine direct), p. 4, line 84.  A number of parties, while stating 
agreement with this principle, nevertheless have endorsed subsidized instead of cost-based rates.  
The Commission should stick with its principle – setting class rates at class cost is the fairest 
method. 

 1. Across-the-board increase  

Commercial Group’s Position 

According to ComEd’s witness Crumrine, ComEd’s commercial customers may already 
have provided about one-third of a billion dollars in subsidies the past seven years simply to 
customers in the three largest load classes.  These commercial customers deserve to pay only the 
cost to serve them; they instead are being asked to pay even higher subsidies to other customers 
under Staff’s across-the-board rate proposal.   

As ComEd witness Crumrine testified (ComEd Ex. 43.0 (Crumrine surrebuttal), p. 32, 
line 696): 

[U]nder this [across-the-board rate increase] approach, the current 
interclass subsidies would be exacerbated, and there would be no 
progress toward cost-based rates.  Indeed, as rates increase, the 
subsidies actually become more pronounced. 

ComEd Exhibits 32.1 and 45.1 show that the subsidy could rise to a remarkable $63.6 million 
per year (even before subsidies inherent in the rate riders are added).  The same ComEd exhibits 
show that a whopping 50% of the $47.1 million rate increase for the Very Large Load class 
would be a subsidy to other classes under a system average increase.  Put another way, the $63.6 
million subsidy would constitute nearly 20 percent of the entire $355 million revenue increase 
requested by ComEd. 

Witness Crumrine pointed out (Ex. 30.0, p. 49, line 1110) that those paying the subsidy 
include small and medium businesses, schools, churches, and homeless shelters.  It is not fair or 
good public policy for retail businesses, schools, churches, and homeless shelters to continue to 
subsidize other customers.   

The Commercial Group agrees with ComEd (Initial Brief, p. 100) that the across-the-
board increase should be rejected because it is not cost-based and because “fairness is more 
likely to be achieved when an objective standard, such as an ECOSS, is used to set rates.”  In 
arguing for an across-the-board increase, Staff proposes a subjective standard for setting rates 
based on which customers “can more easily absorb increases in delivery services costs.”  Staff 
Initial Brief, p. 101.  It is unclear how a class’s relative ability to absorb rate increases could be 
measured in a fair, meaningful and transparent manner.  Perhaps a class’s inability to organize 
and advocate with regards to rate increases would be used as “evidence” of an ability to absorb a 
rate increase.  Of course, classes with more ratepayers, each of which individually may have 
fewer dollars at stake, might not organize as well as customer groups with very high individual 
load.  However, ability to absorb rate increases (or willingness and ability to organize and 
advocate) is not a fair, objective way to set rates; cost is the fairest basis for setting rates. 
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A number of across-the-board increase advocates cite positively one or both of IIEC 
witness Stowe’s cost studies, yet advocate an across-the-board solution that would penalize the 
customers that are above cost in every cost study in the record, including those of Mr. Stowe.  In 
fact, both of Mr. Stowe’s studies show that rates of the Medium, Large, and Very Large Load 
customer classes are above cost or even further above cost than under ComEd’s study.  If the 
fundamental problem with ComEd’s cost study is corrected by Mr. Stowe’s improvements, as 
these parties suggest, how could the fair remedy be for these above-cost customer classes to pay 
even greater subsidies under the across-the-board proposal?  The across-the-board proposals are 
fundamentally unfair to the Medium, Large, and Very Large Load classes and should be rejected. 

Some parties tried to minimize the subsidy so as to justify a handout to a favored 
customer group.  As shown above, however, the one-quarter of a billion dollars in subsidies the 
next four years alone can hardly be called minimal.  Indeed, under the across-the-board proposal, 
a full 50 cents of every $1 of the rate increase the Very Large Load class could pay would be 
nothing but a subsidy to other customer classes.  It is time for the Commission to set rates based 
on cost. 

 2. Other Rate Moderation/Mitigation Proposals 

Commercial Group’s Position 

Rates should be set on cost, but to the extent the Commission wants to make an exception 
for public policy reasons, the Commission should spread such subsidy responsibility as broadly 
as possible, particularly to those customers who are paying below cost rates.  What is patently 
unfair about the various rate design subsidy/“mitigation” proposals is that they rely on 
commercial and public interest customers to pay the subsidy, even though those customers have 
been doing so for years.  Why should a church, homeless shelter, or school be less favored than a 
train or plane or federal government facility?  Why should a small industrial customer or small 
commercial customer be less favored than a large industrial customer?  As Witness Vite pointed 
out, retail businesses already subsidize public transport in the Chicago area through taxes.  Tr. 
1673-74.  Fifty percent of revenues to local governments come from sales tax revenue generated 
by retailers.  CG Ex. 1.0 (Vite rebuttal), p. 3.  Payments by retailers of Personal Property Tax 
Replacement Income Tax adds more to local government coffers, and retail establishments pay 
25 percent of all property taxes levied in Illinois.  Id.  Nevertheless, intervenor groups ask for 
more.  Perhaps these entities deserve a rate subsidy – but not at the expense of retail 
establishments, churches, homeless centers, and schools.   

Only so much revenue can be squeezed from the commercial sector.  As retailers are 
faced with rapidly escalating transportation costs, continuing and even escalating electric service 
subsidies will cause meat, poultry, milk, produce, pharmacy, and other consumer good prices to 
rise, which would only burden Illinois families.  Id. at 6.  Subsidies to achieve public policy 
goals are best left to the legislature, but if the Commission wants to accomplish societal benefits 
through electric rate subsidies, the burden of subsidies should be spread as broadly as possible, 
particularly to customer classes that are below cost.  This is the fairest method. 
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F. Supply vs. Delivery Services Allocation Issues 

Commercial Group’s Position 

REACT raised important issues concerning the proper allocation and recovery of supply-
related costs.  REACT witness Merola pointed out that other utilities have allocated 
supply/administrative costs two to three times as high as ComEd.  REACT Ex. 7.0 (Merola 
rebuttal), p. 25, line 29 (Table).  While ComEd allocated all or nearly all customer information 
costs to the delivery function, ComEd witness Clair admitted all the types of customer care costs 
ComEd currently has would be incurred even if ComEd provide no delivery service.  Tr. 282, 
lines 17-19.  Therefore, a significant portion of such costs should be allocated to the supply 
function.  Given that ComEd has the burden of proof to show it has properly allocated costs, in 
the absence of any allocation of such costs to the supply function, the Commission should adopt 
witness Merola’s recommendation to remove $64.86 million of Customer Care Costs from 
distribution rates.   

IX. RATE DESIGN 

 F. Recovery of Supply Related Costs 

Commercial Group’s Position 

As discussed in Section VIII.F above, supply-related costs should be recovered in supply 
and not distribution rates.   

H. Other Issues 

Commercial Group’s Position 

To the extent the Commission approves the SMP rider, the Commission must ensure that 
SMP rate design is fair.  During the course of this proceeding, ComEd responded to the concerns 
of several customer groups and proposed a change in recovery of allowed SMP costs from an 
equal per KWH charge to all classes to a charge based on a percentage of a customer’s bill.  If 
underlying base rates are set at cost this would be a fair way to set an SMP charge.  However, as 
Mr. Crumrine admitted, to the extent base rates contain an above-cost rate subsidy, the 
percentage SMP charge would increase that rate subsidy burden.  Tr. 1124, line 16 through 1125, 
line 1.  Therefore, the Commission should first set cost-based rates and then set a percentage bill 
allocation of any SMP costs. 

Respectfully submitted this 18th day of June, 2008. 

/S/ Alan R. Jenkins    
Alan R. Jenkins 
Jenkins at Law, LLC 
2265 Roswell Road, Suite 100 
Marietta, GA 30062 
Tel. No. (770) 509-4866 
Email: aj@jenkinsatlaw.com 

June 18, 2008      Attorneys for The Commercial Group 


